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By Loga Virahsawmy
GL Director, Francophone and Mauritius Office

From a dinner party in Mauritius in June 2007, GL will now help develop HIV and AIDS policies
in media houses in Madagascar and the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC).

The French romance that began with a dinner party that I hosted at my home in Rose Hill with
colleagues from Madagascar that has blossomed into a love affair with this country and DRC. In
Madagascar we developed a relationship with the Federation Pour la Promotion Feminine et Enfantine.
After the Mauritian encounter, I led a delegation to DRC where we made contact and with Panos,
the High Authority of Media (HAM) and Union Congolaise des Femmes des Medias (UCOFEM) in
DRC.

Being part of SADC and not being part of activities taking place in the SADC region made DRC and Madagascar
feel like “les enfants pauvres” (the poor children). Both UCOFEM and FPFE thought that a golden opportunity
was being offered to them to form part of this big GEMSA family. They, therefore, did not hesitate for one second
to help the team from Gender Links to organise workshops in these two countries.

Workshops on media monitoring on gender, HIV and AIDS were held in DRC  on 1st and 2nd October 2007 and
in Madagascar on 18th and 19th October 2007. The interests in these workshops were so great in these two
francophone countries that the organisation of the workshops were sterling.

In DRC the participants were mostly media practitioners and a few members
from the High Authority of Media (HAM) including the Director, Tiefolo Banza.
Participants in Madagascar included women from business, doctors, academics
and the judiciary.

In DRC participants worked throughout tea breaks and lunches and travelled
miles to come to the training.  In Madagascar, professional women took leave
from their work to participate for the duration of the workshops.

In comments at the end of the monitoring workshop, participants in DRC said
that although they have been doing monitoring, this had enlightened them to
the real meaning of the word. “You will not be disappointed for having placed
your trust in us,” most of them commented. Indeed we were not disappointed
at all.

The Comments of participants on the evaluation forms of both countries ranged from “we really do not know how
to thank Gender Links for such a good workshop; we have never attended a workshop of this nature before; the
GEM classification was a bit difficult to grasp as this is a new concept that we hear for the first time; in two days
we feel we have changed; there should be more workshops of this nature”

Indeed at GL we are so used to reading the media with a gender lens that very often we forget that training of
this kind must be ongoing. Classification of articles and pictures into blatant stereotype, subtle stereotype, gender
aware and gender blind was a real eye opener for participants. Having mastered all these concepts the head of
team tried their hand at writing a few case studies for the Virtual Resource Centre of Gender Links.

The findings of the Baseline studies on Gender,
HIV and AIDS for DRC and Madagascar will
be launched at the end of June in both
countries. Launches will be followed by in-
house workshops to help media managers to
develop Gender and HIV and AIDS policies.

The French love affair will definitely not stop
with policies in media houses. Both UCOFEM
and FPFE want to be involved with all projects,
workshops and events of Gender Links.

French love affair:
Monitoring in
Madagascar.
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From a dinner party to HIV and AIDS Policies

 “This partnership with Gender Links is lifting us
to new heights as now we are receiving all
information of what is happening in the region.
We believe that this partnership will bring a
change in mindset and in decision taking on
questions that are linked with women especially
in DRC. This will also help us to be part of a
bigger picture. The findings of the media
monitoring on gender and HIV and AIDS will be
a watchdog and media practitioners will have
the tools and skills to write balanced articles.” -

Dorothee Swedi, Team Leader and
Chairperson of UCOFEM


